The current 7 TeV run of the LHC experiment shall be able to probe gluino and squark masses up to values larger than 1 TeV. Assuming that hints for SUSY are found in the jets plus missing energy channel by the end of a 5 fb −1 run, we explore the flavour constraints on three models with a CMSSM-like spectrum: the CMSSM itself, a Seesaw extension of the CMSSM, and Flavoured CMSSM. In particular, we focus on decays that might have been measured by the time the run is concluded, such as B s → µµ and µ → eγ. We also analyse constraints imposed by neutral meson bounds and electric dipole moments. The interplay between collider and flavour experiments is explored through the use of three benchmark scenarios, finding the flavour feedback useful in order to determine the model parameters and to test the consistency of the different models.
I. INTRODUCTION
The current run of the LHC, operating at √ s = 7 TeV (LHC7 from now on), has been very successful and new results with significant improvements on our previous knowledge of the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) energy region have been presented in the summer conferences and published afterwards. Although no Higgs or new physics (NP) signals have been found so far, LHC experiments have started to provide stringent test to the relevant extensions of the Standard Model (SM), in particular, to low-energy Supersymmetry (SUSY). The most recent analyses based on ∼ 1 fb −1 of integrated luminosity already exclude squarks and gluinos, if close in mass, up to ∼ 1 TeV [1] . Even though the relevant SUSY parameter space has not been fully explored yet, it is well known that naturalness arguments point towards a quite light spectrum of the SUSY particles. 1 Therefore, if SUSY is indeed realised at low energies as a theory related to the EWSB, we can expect some SUSY partners to lie in the reach of LHC7. This assumption is the starting point of the present work.
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), understood as the minimal supersymmetric version of the SM with respect to the number of fields, can be considered the main goal of the early SUSY searches at the LHC. However, to explore the parameter space in a completely general MSSM is a formidable task given the huge number of unknown parameters (the number of "free" parameters in the MSSM being bigger than one hundred). This is the main reason why most of the analyses of SUSY phenomenology at collider experiments are made in the framework of the so-called Constrained Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (CMSSM), where all the soft SUSY breaking terms are assumed to be degenerate and only five parameters (beyond the already known SM parameters) are enough to define completely the model. In fact, this simple structure of the soft breaking terms can be found in some theoretical models, although complete flavour universality of the soft SUSY breaking is not generally true in most supergravity and string-inspired models.
On the other hand, the CMSSM can be hardly considered a satisfactory NP model, since it does not account neither for the peculiar hierarchy pattern we observe in the fermion masses and mixing nor for the generation of light neutrino masses, which call for extension of the CMSSM. The existence and smallness of neutrino masses make it natural to extend the CMSSM in the direction of a supersymmetric seesaw mechanism [3] , while the flavour puzzle of the Standard Model suggests a flavour model based on horizontal flavour symmetries [4] . It is however very unlikely that, even if SUSY is indeed discovered, the LHC alone can shed light on the flavour structure of the SUSY partners sector. Such extensions of the CMSSM (and to some extent the CMSSM itself) can be better probed and discriminated from other scenarios by means of the interplay between the LHC and the experiments dedicated to measure rare flavour changing or CP violating processes. While we are witnessing a rich experimental activity with experiments already running like MEG and LHCb, with others under construction or development like SuperBelle, the Super Flavour Factory, µ → e conversion experiments, on the theoretical side it is crucial to address the question of the complementarity of direct and indirect searches as a tool for discriminating among different SUSY models. For a detailed discussion of this problem we refer to [5] . Here we concentrate on the specific case of the present bounds and the expected near future sensitivity of LHC7.
In the view of what discussed above, in this work we mainly aim at answering the following questions: (i) what is the impact of the present limits on the SUSY spectrum provided by the LHC experiments on the capability of flavour experiments to observe deviations from the SM predictions? (ii) assuming that SUSY is indeed in the reach of the LHC7 searches, what are then the most promising channels probed at low-energy experiments where to look at in order to get more information about the fundamental SUSY parameters and discriminate among models?
In this paper, we try to address the above questions considering the interplay between direct SUSY searches at LHC7 and indirect searches in flavour and CP violation (CPV) experiments, within the CMSSM and some classes of phenomenologically motivated extensions of the CMSSM, which usually predict larger flavour and CPV effects than the CMSSM itself, namely SUSY seesaw and a Flavoured CMSSM, i.e. an extension of the CMSSM with non-trivial flavour structures in the sfermion sector. In particular, we are going to study the relevant flavour observables as predicted in the above mentioned models within the supersymmetric parameter space accessible at LHC7 up to 5 fb −1 of integrated luminosity, that is the amount of data which should be collected and analysed between 2011 and 2012. Even though it is likely that by the end of 2012 both ATLAS and CMS might collect up to 10 fb −1 , we consider this conservative value since at the moment an increase of the centre of mass energy up 8 TeV during 2012 is still under consideration. Notice we do not intend to do a fit of LHC data within these models, but to point out that all of these give similar collider signatures, and show that indirect experiments can help us differentiate between MSSM versions.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: in the next section the current status and prospects of SUSY searches at LHC7 are briefly reviewed; the models we are going to study are discussed in section III; the numerical analysis is presented in section IV; conclusions are drawn in section V.
II. SUSY SEARCHES AT LHC7: CURRENT BOUNDS AND PROSPECTS
As a proton-proton collider, the search for SUSY at the LHC hinges upon the production of coloured squarks or gluinos through strong interactions. These heavy new particles are then expected to decay rapidly through a decay chain ending in one or more jets (by conservation of QCD colour), possibly leptons, and the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), which is stable under the assumption of R-parity conservation. To have escaped astrophysical and cosmological observations, the LSP must be a neutral particle and will hence escape the detector unseen. This leads to an apparent imbalance in the measured part of the final state, so that the characteristic signature of a SUSY process at the LHC is the "missing energy" (more accurately, missing momentum), / E T , associated with the unobserved LSP leaving the detector.
We have only a limited knowledge of the partonic initial state in proton-proton collisions, in particular the boost of the partonic centre-of-mass frame relative to the lab-frame is not known and it is therefore impossible to reconstruct and measure the longitudinal momentum of any escaping neutral particle, such as the LSP. For this reason, LHC searches for SUSY look for an excess of events with two or more high transverse energy jets along with significant missing transverse energy.
In typical SUSY scenarios, the lightest coloured SUSY particle is usually either a gluino or a stop. The cross-section for gluino pair-production at the LHC depends at leading order on only a single unknown parameter, the mass of the gluino itself. Indeed, the gluino production crosssection at LHC7 is known to be large, σ(pp →gg) 100 fb for gluinos of mass mg 700 GeV [6] .
By contrast, the stop pair production cross-section is around two orders of magnitude smaller for stop masses mt ∼ mg and so plays essentially no role in early LHC SUSY searches.
Although typically significantly heavier than the top-and bottom-squarks, the squarks of the first generation do play a role in the search strategy. The cross-section for production of the upand down-squarks is boosted by the presence of a t-channel gluino exchange diagram, with the valence quarks of the incoming protons in the initial state. The production cross-section for these first-generation squarks therefore depends on two parameters at leading order, the mass of both the exchanged gluino and that of the outgoing squarks themselves (mq). The most stringent bounds on these parameters are already due to LHC results, which have overtaken the previous Tevatron and LEP bounds. Both ATLAS and CMS have published searches based on their initial 1 fb −1 data sets analysing the multi-jets plus missing energy and 0-lepton final state [1] . The exclusion limits of both experiments are currently comparable. They set a mass limits of about 1 TeV for mg ≃ mq.
In the event of a discovery, of course, we can also expect to learn something more about the scale of SUSY. Inclusive searches in the 0-lepton channel look for events with two or more highenergy jets plus missing transverse energy. The analysis of the excess in this channel can give us information on the SUSY spectrum responsible for the signal, or more exactly on the gluino and first generation squarks. The main observable for this at LHC7 is the "effective mass" M eff , defined as:
where the sum of transverse momenta runs on the four most energetic jets in the event. It has been
shown that the peak of the M eff distribution is correlated to the mass of the parent SUSY particles produced in the initial hard scattering, in particular to the mass parameter M SUSY , defined as M SUSY ≡ min(mg, mq). It results that typically M peak eff ≃ 1.6 × M SUSY [7, 8] , so that the M eff distribution can be used to extract information on the mass scale of the SUSY particles produced at the LHC. As we are going to discuss, this in combination with the information from indirect SUSY searches can be crucial to constrain the parameter space in case of a positive signal of SUSY is observed at LHC7.
III. MODELS A. CMSSM
The first model we consider is the so-called Constrained MSSM, which assumes perfect universality of the soft-breaking terms. The CMSSM is completely defined by four new parameters and one sign: the universal scalar mass m 0 , the common gaugino mass M 1/2 , the universal trilinear coupling A 0 , the sign of the Higgsino mass parameter µ and ratio of the two Higgs vacuum expectation values (vevs) tan β. These parameters are specified at a large scale, that is usually taken to be the Grand Unification scale, M GUT , and the low-energy SUSY spectrum is then obtained by solving the renormalisation group equations (RGEs).
As discussed in the previous section, the relevant quantities for the jets + missing energy searches at LHC are the mass of first generation squarks mq and the gluino mass mg. Within the CMSSM, mq and mg are essentially governed by the high scale parameters m 0 and M 1/2 only, whilst remaining relatively insensitive to A 0 , tan β and the sign of µ. For this reason, the hadron collider bounds on the SUSY particle masses, as well as the LHC7 discovery prospects, can be conveniently interpreted as contours in the m 0 -M 1/2 plane, independent of the values of the other CMSSM parameters. In our numerical study presented in section IV, we are going therefore to define a band in the m 0 -M 1/2 plane to be explored at LHC7 and we study such region of the parameter space by randomly varying the remaining CMSSM parameters.
The renormalisation group (RG) running from M GUT down to the electroweak scale generates a flavour structure for the sfermion masses, in the form of Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV) [9] .
In this scenario, all flavour-violating terms are determined by the CKM elements and the third generation Yukawa couplings. In principle, we should also add two CP violating phases ϕ µ and ϕ A if µ and A 0 are complex parameters. These are usually constrained by the electric dipole moments (EDMs) of the electron and the neutron, and are studied separately in Section IV A.
The CMSSM contributions to flavoured processes have two sources. First, as we have said, even though the CMSSM is completely universal at M GUT , small flavour off-diagonal entries in the soft mass matrices, proportional to the fermionic Yukawa couplings, are generated through the RG evolution from M GUT to low energies. This shall generate small mixings for left-handed squarks. On the other hand, we always have chargino and charged Higgs contributions with flavour transitions controlled by the CKM matrix. This means that each point on the parameter space, apart from being subject to the LHC constraints, is also subject to flavour constraints. The most important processes that the CMSSM can contribute to are BR(b → sγ) and the muon anomalous magnetic moment, (g − 2) µ . Another process that is becoming very important with the improvement of the experimental constraints is B s → µ + µ − . We will discuss all these processes and how they affect the CMSSM parameter space in the next section. 2
B. SUSY seesaw
As widely discussed in the literature, the field content of the MSSM has to be extended, in order to account for neutrino masses and mixing. Here we are going to consider the simplest possibility, the so-called type-I seesaw mechanism [3] , which requires the introduction of right-handed (RH)
Majorana neutrinos (N i ) in the MSSM superpotential:
Since there is no gauge symmetry that protects them, the RH neutrinos can get large Majorana masses (M R ) ij , breaking the conservation of lepton number. When integrated out, they will give rise to an effective light neutrino Majorana mass matrix:
where H u is the vev of the up sector Higgs field.
We do not expect the SUSY searches at the LHC to be considerably modified with respect to the CMSSM by RG effects induced by the presence of RH neutrinos. In fact, the gluino mass running is not modified (up to two loops) and squark masses can be affected only indirectly through modification of the RG running of A t and m 2 Hu . However, for particular regions of the parameter space, these modifications can change the EWSB conditions. 3 The main effect of the presence of RH neutrinos is given by the modification of the RG running of the left-handed slepton soft mass matrix m 2 L , such that, even starting with diagonal and universal scalar matrices at high energy, off-diagonal flavour mixing entries of m 2 L are generated by the running above the RH neutrino mass scale [13] . In the basis where charged leptons are diagonal, these off-diagonal entries are approximately given by the following expression:
where M R k is the mass of the k-th RH neutrino, M U the energy scale at which universality conditions are imposed (in our case the GUT scale). Terms in Eq. (4) clearly determine a misalignment among lepton and slepton mass eigenstates in the flavour space, inducing a contribution to lepton flavour violation (LFV) processes, such as ℓ i → ℓ j γ, via slepton-neutralino (or sneutrino-chargino)
loops. Therefore, in the context of a SUSY seesaw model, we can consider in addition as key observables the rates of LFV processes, which are suppressed to vanishing values within the SM (and the CMSSM). The rate for the processes ℓ i → ℓ j γ is given by [14] BR(
where the amplitudes can be easily estimated in terms of the mass-insertion parameters (MIs), as usually defined as δ
being the average sfermion mass); in SUSY seesaw models the main contributions are approximately given by the following expression [15] :
wherem is the typical mass of the SUSY particles in the loop. On the other hand, the A ij R amplitudes turn out to be negligible since (δ e RR ) ij are vanishing in SUSY seesaw models. From these equations, we can see that the ratio between the two of the most promising channels, τ → µγ and µ → eγ, is given by:
It is clear that any estimate of (m 2 L ) i =j (and thus of (δ e LL ) ij ) would require a complete knowledge of the neutrino Yukawa matrix (Y ν ) ij which is not fixed by the seesaw equation, even with an improved knowledge of the neutrino oscillation parameters, as in Eq. (3) there is a mismatch between the number of unknowns and that of low energy observables. For definitiveness, we are going to study two well-motivated scenarios.
Scenario (a). In the first one we assume Y ν ∼ Y u , as expected in presence of an underlying Pati-Salam or SO(10) unification [16] . A consequence of this assumption is that at least one entry in Y ν results as large as the top Yukawas, so that sizeable LFV entries might be generated from RG evolution as in Eq. (4). However, even if the eigenvalues of Y ν are then related to the ones of Y u , the size of mixing angles in Y ν are still uncertain. A way to bypass the ignorance about the mixing is considering two extremal benchmark cases [16, 17] . As a minimal mixing case we take the one in which the neutrino and the up Yukawa unify at the high scale, so that the mixing is given by the CKM matrix, in the basis where the lepton Yukawa Y e is diagonal; we refer to this case as 'CKM-case'. As a maximal mixing scenario we take the one in which the observed neutrino mixing is coming entirely from the neutrino Yukawa matrix, so that
, where U PMNS is the neutrino mixing matrix. This is what we are going to call 'PMNS-case'.
Scenario (b). The second case we are going to study can be better understood in terms of the Casas-Ibarra parametrisation [18] :
where
are diagonal matrices of the square roots of light and heavy neutrino masses respectively and the complex orthogonal matrix R accounts for the mismatch between seesaw and low-energy parameters. For simplicity we are going to consider R = 1, which corresponds to a trivial flavour structure of M R , i.e. the leptonic mixing U PMNS entirely provided by Y ν . With this assumption, the mixing structure of Y ν is fixed and the LFV effect of Eq. (4) depends on the overall size of the Yukawas, namely on the M R scales. As a consequence, the experimental limits on LFV processes, such as µ → eγ are going to constrain the RH mass scales. For definitiveness, we are going to consider both cases of very hierarchical and almost degenerate RH neutrinos.
In Section IV B, we are going to study the interplay among SUSY searches at the LHC and searches for LFV processes (in particular µ → eγ at the MEG experiment) for the two scenarios 
To estimate R τ µ , we take U e3 ≃ 0.08 ÷ 0.28 and m ν1 ≃ 0 ÷ 0.1 eV. described above. In Table I , we summarise the estimates for the LFV parameters δ e ij we can obtain from the leading-log expression of Eq. (4) in the different scenarios we are going to consider in the full numerical analysis. We also display the resulting values for the ratio R τ µ defined in Eq. (7).
To estimate R τ µ , we use for U e3 the recently reported 95% CL range of T2K U e3 ≃ 0.08 ÷ 0.28 [19] , and m ν 1 ≃ 0 ÷ 0.1 eV. We see that, for the cases where LFV is directly related to the U PMNS entries, the U e3 values preferred by T2K make R τ µ at most of O(10), so that the present limit on µ → eγ prevents BR(τ → µγ) to be within the future experimental sensitivity, as we are going to discuss in the numerical analysis.
C. A Flavoured CMSSM
Although the simple structure of the soft breaking terms of the CMSSM can be found in some theoretical models, complete flavour universality of the soft SUSY breaking is a strong assumption and it is not generally realised in most of supergravity and string-inspired models of SUSY breaking.
This fact encourages the evaluation of models departing from this complete flavour universality.
A completely general MSSM includes two types of departures from the CMSSM structure: (1) the non-degeneracy of flavour-blind masses for different matter representations of the gauge group (2) the inclusion of more general flavour structures, i.e. different flavour off-diagonal entries in the sfermions mass matrices. Both departures would be expected in a generic MSSM, but as a first step, we consider them separately. That is, in (1) we would consider different masses for different SM representations but identical masses for the three generations, while in (2) we keep gaugino universality and equal soft mass matrices for different SM representation at M GUT , as could be expected if we have a GUT symmetry at higher scales.
In the first kind of deviations it is natural to expect to have a spectrum that can be very different from the one of the CMSSM. Only if the various initial values of the scalar and gaugino masses are of similar magnitude, the CMSSM spectrum might still be a good approximation of the spectrum of this generic MSSM. However, for a more general case, one has to be careful when using the ATLAS and CMS data, and establish specific bounds for each particular model. Defining such bounds is outside the scope of this work, so in the following we shall not consider MSSM models with this type of deviations.
In contrast, from the second kind of deviations one can expect a spectrum very close to that of the CMSSM. This is due to the fact that the stringent flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNC) and CPV constraints force non-degeneracy and flavour-violating entries in the sfermion mass matrices to be very small, such that these additional parameters, though important in FCNC processes, are not very relevant for the sfermion masses themselves. 4 In this case, one can confidently apply the current ATLAS and CMS bounds on their parameter space, as they depend only on the gluino, lightest neutralino and first generation squark masses, but still get in the flavour sector a phenomenology that differs from the CMSSM expectations. This makes this sort of deviations particularly interesting for flavour physics, as one can concentrate on low-energy phenomenology without the necessity of performing a full collider simulation at the same time. We refer to any model exhibiting such kind of deviations as a "Flavoured CMSSM," and shall study a particular example further ahead.
From a theoretical point of view we consider a Flavoured CMSSM as the first step towards a more "realistic" MSSM. Indeed, flavour universality is not at all a feature of the SM Yukawa couplings and an analogous breaking of flavour universality is still allowed and should be expected in the SUSY soft breaking terms. Nevertheless, if we consider Grand Unification as a guiding principle of these models, different gaugino masses and the masses of the different SM representations are expected to unify.
Still, the main difficulty in defining a Flavoured CMSSM is to choose the flavour structure to assign to the soft-breaking terms. An attractive principle for this is to demand the mechanism that generates the structure in the observed Yukawa coupling to also generate the flavour structures in the soft-breaking terms. In this way, one can expect the structures in the latter to be related to the known Yukawa couplings. Notice that even when accepting this principle there is a host of different possibilities, simply because we do not know the full structure of the Yukawa matrices (only masses and left-handed mixing angles are observable). In the following, we shall follow this principle, and assume that the mechanism for generating flavour is based on a flavour symmetry.
The addition of a new flavour symmetry represents an interesting attempt to explain the mass hierarchies and mixings already found in nature. In the limit of the exact symmetry, under which the flavoured SM fields transform, the Yukawa couplings are usually forbidden, and need to be generated through the spontaneous breaking of the symmetry. This breaking is usually carried out through the introduction of new scalar particles, called flavons, which acquire a vev. The masses and mixings are then generated through effective couplings between the SM particles and the flavons. The hierarchy is interpreted as an effect of the ratio between the flavon vev and the scale of the operator, which acts as a suppression parameter (an incomplete list of examples can be found in [4, [21] [22] [23] [24] ).
In a SUSY scenario, both scalar and fermion components of the flavoured superfields transform under the new symmetry. Thus, in the same way as for the Yukawa couplings, the flavon vevs generate a structure for the flavoured soft SUSY-breaking terms. In many cases, the generated structures are suppressed enough in order to satisfy the strict bounds coming from FCNC processes, but are larger than those predicted by a MFV framework (see for instance [25] ). Thus, flavour symmetry models represent a testable solution to the so-called SUSY flavour problem.
The model proposed in [24, 26] is based on an SU (3) flavour symmetry, and reproduces successfully the quark and lepton masses and mixings, following the structure outlined in [27] : A further expansion in [28] contemplated the spontaneous breaking of a CP symmetry, through which all phases become constrained within the flavour sector. This was shown to solve the SUSY CP problem in [29] , and to help reduce the CPV tensions in the quark sector in [30, 31] .
As an example of how the collider and flavour interplay works for Flavoured CMSSM models, we shall take two definite examples, taken from [30] . In Table II we show the order of magnitude of their mass-insertions, at the GUT scale. 5 Here, Σ f is the ratio between the vev of a GeorgiJarlskog field and the scale, oriented in the (B − L + 2T R 3 ) direction, used to differentiate between the charged lepton and down quark masses. Notice that our intention is to show the collider and flavour interplay for a Flavoured CMSSM and not to study the exact details of these models.
Further details of the models can be found in [32] , as well as the original references.
In terms of the size of the mass-insertions, the main difference between the MFV framework and these models is the existence of a sizeable δ RR . This fact, as well as the large leading-order phases, motivate us to include these models within our analysis. Moreover, as they are meant to be embedded within a GUT framework, the flavour structures of the squark and slepton sectors are related. This means that interesting correlations, unavailable in the MFV framework, might arise.
In the following analysis, we shall include both example models. Our strategy will similar to that for the CMSSM analysis, with the following exceptions: for each point in the parameter space, we vary the O(1) terms randomly between 0.5 and 2 (with arbitrary sign). In addition, as the flavon phases in the soft terms are related to the phases in the Yukawas, we perform a fit of all parameters entering the Yukawas at the GUT scale, using the masses and CKM parameters at that scale as constraints. The electroweak scale CKM parameters are taken from the Tree Level fit of [33] , and are shown in Table III . After the fit, we run each point down to the electroweak scale with two- 5 The renormalisation group running down to low energy modifies the mass-insertion parameters in the following way: δ loop Renormalisation Group Equations (RGEs), using a modified version of SPheno3.1.4 [34, 35] .
SPheno then calculates the threshold corrections to the Yukawas, obtaining tree-level Yukawas, which are later used to re-fit the parameters. As the tree-level Yukawas are dependent on the point of the parameter space, we need to perform an independent GUT-scale fit for every point in our scan. We do this such that the most general sample of phases compatible with the CKM structure is obtained.
As these models present a richer phase structure than the CMSSM, in addition to the observables mentioned in the previous sections, we shall also check whether the CPV tension in the ǫ K − S ψKs sectors is ameliorated. Furthermore, we shall show the size of the S ψφ , as well as the EDMs of both the electron and the neutron. All of these observables shall be briefly explained in further sections.
IV. INTERPLAY OF LHC WITH FLAVOUR EXPERIMENTS
A. CMSSM Our starting point in the analysis is assuming that an excess will be found at LHC7 in the jets plus missing energy channel, which should correspond to the production of new coloured particles.
The information we will have from LHC measurements will be the number of non-SM events and some information on M eff and / E T .
In an MSSM context, the produced SUSY particles can be mostly a pair of first-generation squarks, a gluino pair or a squark-gluino pair. As discussed in section II, the cross section is basically fixed by the superpartner masses. In fact, if we are able to observe an excess in the jets plus missing energy channel with a certain amount of integrated luminosity, one can find an upper limit on the produced SUSY particle mass, and this translates in a well-defined region in the and background events expected at LHC7 with the assumed integrated luminosity. Throughout this analysis, we make use of the results of [6] to estimate the LHC reach with a luminosity of 5 fb −1 . 6 We have chosen this integrated luminosity as a conservative measure for the 7 TeV run, considering that at the moment there is a possibility of increasing the collider energy by 2012.
Thus, we assume that the band in the m 0 -M 1/2 plane, as defined above, represents the region of the CMSSM parameter space that will be explored by the LHC experiments during this √ s = 7
TeV run and we study it by means of the code SPheno [34, 35] . Within this band, gluino masses span values between 560 and 1350 GeV, while the masses of the heaviest squarks (which generally correspond to the first generation) are in the 1 -3.5 TeV range.
In Figure 1 , we show the explored region in the m 0 -M 1/2 plane, with dashed contours corresponding to different values of M SUSY ≡ min(mg, mq). The solid contours represent the density of allowed points, with the darkest colours representing a larger number of points. We show these contours to give the reader an idea of how much populated a particular region is, and do not intend to give any statistical significance to each contour. In this way, we differentiate our philosophy from that of fitting collaborations (for example [36] [37] [38] [39] ): in our point of view, every single point surviving the imposed bounds is equally valid. 6 In practice, we made an extrapolation of the estimated 2 fb −1 reach of [6] , based on an analysis of the total production cross-section of coloured SUSY particles at LHC7 by means of the routine PROSPINO 2.0 [40] . Moreover, we have checked that points in this region are indeed observable with 5 fb −1 . The only constraints imposed in Figure 1 and the muon anomalous magnetic moment a µ ≡ (g − 2) µ /2. Another interesting process is B s → µ + µ − which is becoming more and more constraining because of the dedicated searches at LHCb and CMS [41] . Another important observable, although less restrictive at present, is
The main constraints we impose (including those that are relevant in the seesaw and Flavoured CMSSM models) are shown in Table IV .
The b → sγ process in the CMSSM receives contributions from chargino-stop loops and from charged Higgs-top loops. 7 The expressions for these supersymmetric contributions are well-known in the literature (e.g. in [54] ). In the numerical analysis we use the SPheno prediction for the decay, which contains NLO expressions for MSSM contributions and NNLO contribution for the Standard Model.
The charged Higgs and the SM W-boson contributions have the same sign and interfere always constructively. In contrast, chargino contribution can have either sign depending on the sign of the Higgsino mass parameter µ. The relative sign of the chargino mediated diagram is given by sgn(A t µ). Since, in the CMSSM, A t tends to be driven to negative values at low-energies by the gluino contribution in the RGEs, µ > 0 implies destructive interference, unless the initial condition A 0 is large and positive. Conversely, µ < 0 usually implies constructive interference of the chargino contribution. It is also important to remember that the chargino contribution increases with the value of tan β. Therefore, for µ > 0 and large tan β, the chargino contribution, which has opposite sign to the SM contribution, can be sizeable. Taking into account that the SM prediction is in the lower part of the experimentally allowed range, this constraint requires relatively heavy supersymmetric masses unless this contribution is compensated by a sizeable charged Higgs contribution. Therefore, we find that a supersymmetric spectrum accessible at LHC with 5 fb −1 tends to prefer also a not too heavy charged Higgs, m H ± 1 TeV, when A t is large and negative (A t −500 GeV).
Similarly, in SUSY theories, a µ receives contributions via vertex diagrams withχ 0 -μ andχ ± -ν loops [55] . The chargino diagram usually dominates in most of the parameter space. The dominant tan β enhanced contribution approximately reads:
The most relevant feature of Eq. (11) is that the sign of δa µ is fixed by sgn[Re(µM 2 )].
The latest experimental measurement of a µ presents a 3σ discrepancy with the theoretical expectations in the SM [56] , as can be seen in Table IV . Therefore, at present, a positive contribution δa µ from slepton loops at the level of ∼ 10 −9 is required and so, this result strongly favours the µ > 0 region in an MSSM scenario.
If we impose the b → sγ and δa µ constraints at the 3σ level the allowed region is modified, with the appearance of correlations with specific values of tan β and A 0 . If we restrict ourselves to the m 0 -M 1/2 plane, we shall not find large differences with respect to Figure 1 , apart from a decrease in the density of points, particularly for large m 0 . However, when examining the other planes, we find that the parameter space, although still big, is not so arbitrary anymore. We can see this directly in Figure 2 .
On the left panel of Figure 2 In parallel with the direct searches ongoing at the ATLAS and CMS experiments, we can also expect improvements in measurements of flavour-violating observables during the 7 TeV LHC run.
In particular, the LHCb experiment is designed for precision B-physics studies. Of particular interest is the decay B s → µ + µ − .
In the CMSSM, the main NP contributions to the B s → µ + µ − branching ratio are due to neutral heavy-Higgs mediated diagrams. The amplitude then acquires a tan 3 β dependent contribution which, as for b → sγ, is also proportional to A t µ.
This particular decay is of great interest at the times of the LHC. Although currently the LHC has only placed upper bounds on the branching ratio of this decay channel, as shown in Table IV, both the CMS and LHCb experiments shall be able to probe its value down to that of the SM ∼ 3 × 10 −9 . It is then particularly interesting to ask what would be the consequences if this particular decay is or is not observed. In particular, from a projection using 37 pb −1 of data [57] , LHCb claims that, after collecting an integrated luminosity of 2 fb −1 , it would be able to achieve a 5σ discovery for a branching ratio larger than 9 × 10 −9 , or find 3σ evidence for a branching ratio larger than 5 × 10 −9 . In the case of not seeing any signal, the same experiment claims to be able to rule out any branching ratio larger than 4 × 10 −9 with 95% confidence. 8 The possibility of observing a large branching ratio for this decay should be taken seriously, as last summer CDF published a new analysis with a positive signal BR(B s → µ + µ − ) = (1.8 [59] . Notice that this signal is still compatible at 1σ with the upper bound of CMS and LHCb.
We shall see that taking the central value of this positive signal at 1σ would strongly restrict our parameter space, but at the 2σ level it has practically no effect at all in our results. We hope this very intriguing situation is clarified in the near future with further analysis at CDF/D0 and CMS/LHCb.
In Figures 3 and 4 we plot how the parameter space would be affected by an observation of B s → µ + µ − . In both Figures, we plot on the left in red those points that predict a branching ratio larger than 4 × 10 −9 , and would thus be ruled out if LHCb does not see any signal for this decay with 2 fb −1 . We leave all points with a smaller branching ratio in blue (notice that in Figure 3 and 4 there is an overlap between blue and red points). On the right part of each Figure, we plot in magenta (cyan) the points that would give a 5σ discovery (3σ evidence), and leave in grey those that would give a weaker signal. 8 For a study of the impact of the recent Bs → µ + µ − searches on various SUSY scenario and the discovery prospects, see also [58] . One can see more clearly the interplay between the collider and flavour observables by requiring stronger constraints on the latter. For instance, we can demand each point to satisfy flavour constraints at 2σ, and, depending on what LHCb sees, ask for a B s → µ + µ − signal of significance larger than 3σ, or no signal at all. In Figure 5 we see the consequences of these requirements, with the upper plots corresponding to having at least a 3σ B s → µ + µ − observation, while the lower plots correspond to not observing a signal at all. These Figures show how the LHCb study of B s → µ + µ − , combined with the ATLAS/CMS results, can help to identify preferred regions in the SUSY parameter space.
The main conclusion from Figure 5 is that having a 3σ evidence for B s → µ + µ − decay will most likely rule out a significant number of points with low values of m 0 . In addition, tan β would be forced to remain large, and a 0 would only be positive. On the other hand, a lack of observation of B s → µ + µ − would heavily disfavour points with large m 0 , although it would not discard them completely. Also, a 0 would remain unfortunately unbounded (with a slight preference for large, positive values), while tan β would be preferred small, unless m 0 becomes large.
In the case where B s → µ + µ − provides a significant signal, the correlation with M SUSY (and thus M eff ) would be a crucial check to determine if our signal is really due to SUSY. A M SUSY lower than 850 GeV or larger than 1250 GeV would be incompatible with the observation of this process.
In the case of no signal we can only make such a statement for low M SUSY , but, in addition, the correlation with this observable would help disentangle the more populated, low m 0 region from the less dense, medium m 0 region.
Bounds from Electric Dipole Moments on the CPV phases
The EDM of a fermion is the coupling constant related to a P-and T-violating interaction with a photon. As for LFV decays, the EDM of a particle like the electron (d e ) or the neutron (d n ) is vanishingly small in the SM, becoming thus an excellent probe of NP. Due to its CP violating nature, an EDM is connected to phases, and the non-observation of the former becomes an important constraint on the size of the latter. Currently, the strongest constraints come from Thallium [53] (related to that of the electron), Mercury [60] and the neutron [52] (both related to quarks).
In the MSSM, we find that the six relevant flavour-independent phases are related to the following invariants [61, 62] :
where i = 1, 3 and f = u, d, e. It is common to take the convention where Bµ and the gluino mass 
The dominance of one invariant over the other, may them be flavour-dependent or independent, is determined by the underlying flavour structure of the model. For instance, in the CMSSM, the δ f RR insertions vanish and the δ f LL phases are small, such that the main contribution to EDMs shall come from the flavour-independent terms. In contrast, in the flavour models we are taking as examples of a Flavoured CMSSM, flavour-independent phases are forbidden, while sizeable δ f RR are available, meaning that the only contributions to EDMs shall be those of the second type. For more details on the SUSY contributions to the EDM of the electron and neutron, for these models, we refer the reader to [29, 30] .
For the CMSSM with and without right-handed neutrinos, it is possible to use d e to directly place upper bounds on the imaginary part of µ and A e at the EW scale. For d n , as the prediction of the EDM depends on the neutron model one uses, the establishment of bounds is not so straightforward.
In the following, we shall use the quark-parton (QP) [65] and chiral quark (CQ) [66] unconstrained by the EDM data. The green points have 0.1 < sin δ Ae < 1, while the red points must have smaller values. We do not find any phase constraint smaller than 5 × 10 −2 . We find that the constraints are weaker than those on the phase of µ. This is due to the tan β enhancement that the µ-insertion receives, as well as to an additional chargino contribution dependent on the imaginary part of µ. Of course, as the EDM is proportional to the imaginary part of A e , the size of its absolute value after the RG running also plays a role on how much the phase is constrained.
The lower left panel shows the constraints on δ Au , in the |A u | − Mũ plane. Again, the blue points are unconstrained, while the green points have some weak upper bound for sin δ Au , all of them larger than 0.5. Here we find that the absolute value of A u after the running is smaller than that for A e , so it is reasonable to find even weaker constraints than in the former case. To summarise, within the region accessible to LHC7 with 5 fb −1 , we find the requirement of a very strong suppression on the phase of µ, and a somewhat milder one for those of A e and A d . The phase of A u is much less constrained. The fact that the imaginary part of most flavour independent complex parameters need to be suppressed is commonly known as the SUSY CP problem.
B. SUSY seesaw
We present here the results for the SUSY seesaw scenarios introduced in section III B, starting with the Y ν ∼ Y u case. In Figure 7 , we plot BR(µ → eγ) as a function of m 0 for the CKM-like (dark red) and the PMNS-like (dark green) mixing cases. All points satisfy the flavour constraints at 3σ, as in the previous section. The lighter points correspond to a contribution to a µ , which lowers the tension with the experiments below the 1σ level. The blue points provide a sizeable BR(B s → µ + µ − ), such that a 3σ evidence for such a decay is expected to be found at LHCb in the upcoming months (BR 5 × 10 −9 ). The thick horizontal line represents the current best limit recently published by the MEG experiment, BR(µ → eγ) < 2.4 × 10 −12 at 90% CL [43] (for comparison we display the previous limit 1.2 × 10 −11 as well [67] ). The black dashed line represents the expected final sensitivity of MEG, ∼ 10 −13 . The meaning of the orange dashed line will be explained below.
From the Figure, we see that, within the parameter space region accessible to LHC7, the PMNS case seems to be completely ruled out by the recent MEG analysis. This is a consequence of the large eigenvalue (we remind that in both cases y ν 3 ≃ y t at the GUT scale) and the large mixing angles in the neutrino Yukawa matrix. From Tab. I, we see that in the PMNS case we have a dependence of BR(B s → µ + µ − ) on U e3 . For the plot in Figure 7 , we used a value of U e3 in the lower side of the range preferred by recent T2K results, U e3 = 0.08. If U e3 will turn out to be smaller (but non-vanishing), we can still conclude that most of the parameter space in the PMNS case either is excluded or can be tested soon at MEG (we remind that in this case BR(µ → eγ) ∝ |U e3 | 2 ). 9
On the contrary, the CKM case seems to escape the future MEG sensitivity. This is a consequence of the small mixing angles in the Y ν combined with the present LHC bound on SUSY particle masses, which leads to already quite heavy sleptons and gauginos within models with CMSSM-like boundary conditions. There is however a way to test LFV in the µ-e sector beyond the sensitivity of MEG in the next years. This is represented by experiments searching for µ → e conversion in nuclei. We remind that, within SUSY models, there is typically a striking correlation between µ → eγ and the µ → e conversion in nuclei, namely the µ → e conversion rate is well approximated by
This means that our prediction for BR(µ → eγ) can be easily translated in an estimate for CR(µ → e in N). The proposed µ − e conversion experiments at Fermilab [69] and at J-PARC [70] aim at sensitivities below 10 −16 on CR(µ → e in Ti). In Figure 7 , we show with an orange dashed-line how a sensitivity reach on CR(µ → e in Ti) at the level of 5 × 10 −17 would translate in terms of BR(µ → eγ), using the trivial approximation in Eq. (14) . This shows that these experiments can actually access the CKM case parameter space and test at least the region favoured by a µ (which, interestingly, might also provide B s → µ + µ − above the SM prediction).
We now discuss the results of the numerical analysis of the scenario with R = 1 and hierarchical RH neutrinos. We varied M R 3 approximately in the range 3 × 10 10 ÷ 3 × 10 14 GeV and U e3 was also randomly varied within the 95% CL range recently provided by T2K, U e3 ≃ 0.08 ÷ 0.28 [19] .
In the left panel of Figure 8 , we plot BR(µ → eγ) as a function of the heaviest RH neutrino
The green points gives a SUSY contribution to the muon magnetic moment δa µ > 10 −9 , the blue ones correspond to δa µ > 2 × 10 −9 . We see that the present bound BR(µ → eγ) < 2. In the right panel of Figure 8 , we show BR(µ → eγ) vs. BR(τ → µγ) for the same scenario.
As we can see, the numerical results are consistent with the estimate for the ratio of the two branching ratios, R τ µ , in Tab. I. As a consequence, the present bound on µ → eγ already constrains BR(τ → µγ) to be at most O(10 −10 ), beyond the sensitivity of SuperB [71] and SuperFlavour [72] factories. A positive signal for τ → µγ at these facilities would then rule out this scenario. This is a consequence of the T2K results, which prefer quite large values of U e3 and disfavour scenarios with suppressed BR(µ → eγ) which usually require hierarchical RH neutrinos and vanishing U e3 .
We do not display the case with R = 1 and almost degenerate RH neutrinos, which exhibits only a mild dependence on U e3 (as can be easily checked by means of the expressions of Tab. I) and predicts values of BR(µ → eγ) typically of the same order of the hierarchical case for the T2K range of U e3 . 10 In models with a CMSSM-like spectrum, the mass splitting between selectrons and smuons (∆ml/ml) is an LHC observable directly correlated to LFV in the µ-e as well as in the τ -µ sector:
∆ml/ml ≈ max(δ e 12 , δ e 23 /2) [73] . Such an inteplay has been recently addressed in the context of SUSY seesaw [74] . In our set-up, the mass splitting between LH selectron and LH smuon is always small, ∆ml/ml 10 −3 , as a consequence of the MEG bound and the T2K U e3 range, whose combination prevents (δ e LL ) 23 to reach sizeable values. Even though resolving mass splitting at this level is definitvely beyond the reach of LHC7, it might be possible in the future √ s = 14 TeV run after some years of data taking [73, 75] , provided that µ → eγ is in the reach of MEG.
C. Flavoured CMSSM
Neutral Meson Mixing
FCNC in neutral mesons pose one of the most stringent constraints to all models beyond the SM. The accurate measurement of the mass differences in the K, D, B and B s sector, as well as TABLE V: Parameters used in our simulations. The B i parameters for the SUSY contribution to our observables were taken from [91] .
that of the CPV parameters ǫ K and sin 2β, suggest that any NP model contributing to flavour either is manifest at very high scales, or has strong flavour suppression [76] .
Recently, better theoretical predictions of non-perturbative parameters has lead to a small tension between ǫ K , S ψKs and ∆m B /∆m Bs [31, 77] . In addition, evidence for a large phase on the B s sector was reported in [78, 79] , which would be related to an anomalous dimuon charge asymmetry observed at D∅ [80, 81] . Thus, it is possible that small hints in favour of NP might already be starting to appear in the flavour sector.
The relation between ǫ K , S ψKs and ∆m B /∆m Bs can be understood most easily through the following formula [31] :
where R t is a side of the Unitarity Triangle, defined through:
and sin 2β is the SM contribution to S ψKs :
Here, ∆m SM F represents the SM prediction for the mass difference of the F = B, B s sectors, while Φ B is a NP phase appearing in the B sector. The definition of the rest of the parameters can be found in [31] , and those we use in our predictions are shown in Table V . Thus, a fixed value of sin 2β and ∆m B /∆m Bs fixes ǫ K . As can be seen in [82] , if one fits the CKM parameters without taking into account ǫ K , the predicted value shows a discrepancy with experiment beyond 2σ.
On the other hand, the dimuon anomaly is related to the semileptonic CP asymmetries A d SL and A s SL . The latter is in turn connected to the time-dependent CP asymmetry S ψφ through [92] :
FIG. 9: Constraints due to S ψKs and ǫ K in Model 1 (left) and Model 2 (right) from [30] . Dotted (dashed) lines correspond to 3σ (2σ) constraints. All points satisfy LFV constraints.
The fit done in [93] shows that, in order to reproduce the observed anomaly, one requires both a larger Γ s 12 than that predicted by the SM, and a non-zero NP phase in the B s sector, Φ Bs . The latter phase is connected to S ψφ in a way analogous to Eq. (17):
where sin 2β s ≈ 0.036 ± 0.002 is the SM prediction. 11
The MFV contributions of the CMSSM with and without right-handed neutrinos are known to be insufficient to solve the flavour tension [95] nor the dimuon anomaly, although the latter can be slightly ameliorated in general MFV scenarios with large tan β and new phases [96] . If any of these models were the correct description of flavour physics in the MSSM, the tensions should disappear with inclusion of further data.
A Flavoured CMSSM, on the other hand, should be capable of providing larger contributions to FCNC. The examples mentioned in Section III C, in particular, can provide contributions to ǫ K of the correct order of magnitude [30] , and in some cases can even provide a large Φ Bs phase [31] .
Nevertheless, it turns out that the contributions to CPV observables can also exceed the requirements. In Figure 9 , we show typical values of S ψKs and ǫ K for both of our examples. All points satisfy the LFV constraints, which shall be explained in detail in the next section. The We see that, for ǫ K , the contributions can easily exceed the 3σ bounds. Although for both models the main bulk of points is located within a region with no conflict with ǫ K , there is a very large number of points where the SUSY contribution is too large. In the second example, we see that it is possible to exceed also the bounds in S ψKs . This means that solving the flavour tension can become a new, important source of constraints for any Flavoured CMSSM model.
After applying the bounds on S ψKs and ǫ K , one can turn to S ψφ . In Figure 10 we show S ψφ vs ∆m B /∆m Bs , where we have taken out all points that do not satisfy the ǫ K and S ψKs constraints.
The SM prediction for S ψφ at 3σ is shown by the brown dotted lines, while the 1σ bounds of ∆m B /∆m Bs are shown by the solid orange lines. We find that ∆m B /∆m Bs does not constrain any of the models. Notice that in the second example, although we find it is very difficult to obtain a value larger than 0.1, it is not absolutely impossible. Thus, S ψφ could be used as a tool for distinguishing between Flavoured CMSSM models, provided that the experimentally measured value is somewhat larger than that of the SM. This is expected to be probed by LHCb in the near future.
If we study both Figures 9 and 10 at the same time, we can see an interesting fact. Although both of our examples are based on the same symmetry, a small variation can cause important differences in the phenomenology. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the modification of a model shall affect only one single observable. As we can see in the Figures, although the second model allows us to achieve a larger S ψφ , which is needed to solve the dimuon anomaly, this generates large deviations in S ψKs , which is kept under much better control in the first model. This is something to be expected of all Flavoured CMSSM models: as soon as one observable gets enhanced, one shall need to verify that all other important observables do not exceed their bounds. It would be desirable to follow patterns such as the one shown in these examples, where S ψφ is somewhat increased, and then ǫ K and S ψKs receive very small contributions in the proper directions, such that their tension is cancelled.
EDMs and LFV
As in the previous CMSSM model with RH neutrinos, LFV processes can impose strong constraints on the parameter space of Flavoured CMSSM models. For the examples we have taken, it was shown in [29] that both neutralino and chargino loops contributed significantly to the decay, being the situation particularly restrictive when A 0 = 0 due to an enhancement in the neutralino contribution. In addition, if the EDMs are generated by flavour-dependent phases, one could expect interesting correlations to arise between them and flavour-violating processes.
We show correlations between observables of interest in Figure 11 . This time, when comparing both our examples, we do not find major differences between them, so we shall only show results for the first one. In all panels, points in pink give too large contributions to neutral meson processes, and are ruled out, while points in blue are allowed. Contours refer to the qualitative density of blue points. The solid lines give the current bounds for both processes, while the dashed line gives the future prospects.
On the left panel of Figure 11 , we show the predictions for BR(µ → eγ) vs d e . Apart from the current and future bounds, we also show in dotted lines the old MEGA bound for µ → eγ. We find that, in general, µ → eγ and the neutral meson bounds, such as ǫ K , work in opposite directions.
Most points that satisfy the µ → eγ bound are ruled out by the quark sector constraints, leaving only a relatively small number of points allowed. This is mainly due to the fact that ǫ K prefers points with low m 0 , which are in turn ruled out by the neutralino contribution to µ → eγ whenever |a 0 | 1. We find that the points not ruled out by the current MEG bound do not have a too large value for d e . Furthermore, we can see that the future prospects for MEG, combined with our conservative expectation for d e (based on [97, 98] ), can probe most of the still-allowed points in both models.
The central panel shows BR(µ → eγ) vs BR(τ → µγ). We see that both processes are useful for probing the parameter space. However, we find that very few points surviving the MEG constraint are ruled out by the current τ → µγ bound. In addition, when looking at the future prospects, we can see that τ → µγ is not as strong as µ → eγ or d e in constraining the model.
Finally, the right panel shows the predictions for d n in both the CQ and QP models. In this panel, the pink dots also indicate points ruled out by LFV processes. Notice that, as we are comparing two neutron models, the only points effectively ruled out by d n lie on the upper right square limited by the solid lines. We find that, after applying all bounds, not many points are left. In addition, a future improvement in the measurement of d n [99] would be able to probe the square limited by the dashed lines, i.e. all but the most fine-tuned points. Thus, if neutron EDM models prove to be consistent, we find that d n is the observable most sensitive to the predictions of these example models.
Allowed Parameter Space
To summarise, we find that a Flavoured CMSSM can be expected to saturate the neutral meson bounds, particularly in the CP violating sectors. Furthermore, the µ → eγ branching ratio can rule out a sizeable amount of points that do satisfy the neutral meson bounds, providing a complementary constraint. Thus, although flavoured models such as those provided in the examples are not ruled out and can still provide interesting predictions, the allowed parameter space should be expected to be heavily constrained.
In Figure 12 we show the available parameter space for our example models. In the top row we show the m 0 -M 1/2 plane, where we see that usually small values of m 0 are preferred, which due mainly to the ǫ K constraint. The preference for small m 0 can be understood through the additional RG suppression factor m 2 0 /(m 2 0 + 6M 2 1/2 ), which keeps ǫ K under control. For the first example we see an additional higher-density area at larger m 0 , which we interpret as being due to an interference between (δ d 12 ) LL (δ d 12 ) RR and (δ d 12 ) 2 RR insertions, as explained in [32] . Note, however, that for both models it is still possible to reach large values of m 0 , even though they are not common.
The central row shows the preference for a 0 → 0 in the m 0 -a 0 plane. This is mainly due to the sizeable additional neutralino contribution that saturates µ → eγ. It must be noted, however, that as each term of the trilinears is multiplied by an arbitrary O(1), the values of a 0 shown in this plot just indicate an approximate number around which the trilinears shall vary. Thus, they
should not be compared to the respective plots for the CMSSM, unless a 0 = 0.
The bottom row shows the allowed points in the m 0 -tan β plane. We find that, generally, small values of tan β shall be preferred, although large values can still be found. We see that the first model allows larger values of tan β than the second, which is mainly due to the fact that the latter includes a tan β enhancement to (δ d,e RR ) i3 insertions, which can exceed the neutral meson bounds. A valid question is whether these models survive if we demand all observables to satisfy the 2σ constraints, as we did in the CMSSM. The answer is affirmative, although the strong bounds considerably reduce the amount of points. The main result is that only those points with small m 0 , moderate tan β and small a 0 (typically, m 0 500 GeV, tan β 20 and |a 0 | 1) manage to survive. In particular, it is remarkable that, despite the stringent MEG and ǫ K constraints, they can still provide a sizeable contribution to a µ , such that the tension with the experiments can be lowered below the 2σ level.
To conclude, even though we have restricted our attention to only two models of our interest, we can say that for a Flavoured CMSSM we can expect an important interplay between collider and flavour observables. In particular, we confirm our earlier claim of [29] , where we estimated that this combination of data would be able to fully probe the SU (3) models if SUSY was light enough. Thus, although strongly constrained, these examples can still fit within an early SUSY discovery scenario, and give interesting and verifiable predictions for low-energy experiments.
D. LHC Observables
In the previous sections, we have analysed possible signals in flavour observables in the region of the MSSM parameter space that would be observable as an excess in the jets plus missing energy channel at the LHC with 5 fb −1 . In this section we provide examples of the expected signals at LHC for three benchmark points in the "observable" region.
As explained in section IV A, this observable region was estimated using the results of [6] .
Following that analysis, we define a point in the MSSM parameter space to be observable when the expected number of signal events S after the cuts are,
where B is the number of background events after the cuts. The set of cuts is optimised for each points using a grid of cuts in different variables to maximise S/ √ S + B [6] . The cuts we use in our optimisation procedure are the missing transverse energy, / E T , number of jets, n(jets), number of b-jets, n(b), transverse energy of the leading jet, E T (j 1 ) and transverse energy of the second jet,
We select three benchmark points in the CMSSM parameter space (in the Seesaw, or Flavoured CMSSM, the LHC signal would be practically identical): We simulate the signal and background for these points using MadGraph [100] and PYTHIA [101] and the detector effects with PGS [102] . The simulated signal and background corresponds to a full 5 fb −1 simulation. In this framework, we choose, for each point, the set of cuts on / E T , n(jets), n(b), E T (j 1 ) and E T (j 2 ), (making a grid of the possible values of the cuts as in [6] ) that maximise the significance S/ √ S + B. Using this set of constraints, we are not making any requirement on the total energy, M eff , of the event. In a second round, we use the minimum value of M eff that we obtain for signal and background in the first round to set a new cut on M eff and choose again the values of the aforementioned cuts that maximise the significance, taking now into account the minimum value of M eff . Notice that adding this new cut on M eff , would have no effect on the points selected by the previous set of constraints, but now, we are scanning again the constraints above in the subset of points with a minimum value of M eff and choosing a new set of cuts that maximise S/ √ S + B. The final result of the number of S, B, significance and the set of applied cuts for each point are the following: From the analysis of M eff in Figure 13 , we see that in points A and B signal plus background have a broad distribution of events centred roughly at M eff ∼ 1500 GeV and M eff ∼ 1500 GeV respectively and for point C the events are centred around M eff ∼ 2000 GeV. However, it is hard to make a more precise statement on the value of M eff due to the limited statistics. In fact, the excess of events above the expected background is of order 100 events for points A and B and of order 30 for point C. For these signal events, points A and B are hard to distinguish in this plot. From Figures 14 and 15 , we see that points A and B are still very similar and it is difficult to distinguish them with these observables and limited statistics. In Figure 15 , we can see that the jet number is very different for point C and the rest. In points A and B, we have on average a large number of jets, while point C has a smaller number of jets. Although, this is partly an effect of the imposed cut on number of jets (n(jets) ≥ 8 for A and B and n(jets) ≥ 2 for C), it is clear that we have events in A and B with a much larger number of jets than for point C. This is a clue on the nature of the coloured sparticles produced in the collision. We must take into account that the main SUSY production channels are either two gluinos, two first-generation squarks or a gluino plus a first generation squark. Clearly, if the event consists in the production of a pair of gluinos, we will have on average two additional jets with respect to the production of two squarks and analogously for the case of production of a squark and a gluino. Therefore, from this, we would expect that points A and B correspond mainly to the production of gluino pairs while point C,
where there is a significant excess in two and three-jet events, this excess must correspond to the production of a pair of first generation squarks (cfr. the SUSY production cross-sections for our three benchmark points, as computed by PROSPINO 2.0 [40] , in table VI). Given that this two and three-jet excess is a significant part (∼ 1/3) of total excess of events, we would conclude that the production of first generation squarks in this point is important and the masses of first generation GeV for points A and B and mq 1 ∼ 1250 GeV for point C. Finally, the analysis of the missing Figure 14 provides also some very interesting information on the mass splitting from the initially produced coloured sparticle and the LSP. The largest possible missing energy corresponds to the two LSPs carrying away, each of them, one half of the mass splitting between the initially produced sparticle and the LSP. Therefore, for the points A and B, where the maximum missing E T is of order of 700 GeV, we would conclude that the mass difference between the gluino and the lightest neutralino is 700 GeV, and thus we could roughly estimate mχ0 Moreover, flavour provides more tools than just point differentiation. The flavour phenomenology can be re-introduced to the collider observations as a way of roughly testing the coherence of our main assumption, namely, that the SUSY spectrum is close to that described by the CMSSM.
Thus, it is possible to provide some "flavour feedback" to colliders.
For instance, requiring the 2σ flavour constraints on b → sγ and (g − 2) µ to be satisfied (which is true for all benchmark points, as seen in Table VII) , evidence for B s → µ + µ − leads us to favour relatively large values of tan β, A 0 and m 0 , as was shown in Figure 5 . Combining this with the rough M eff contours, one can expect to obtain some information on M 1/2 . For instance, in point A, as the large m 0 leads to large squark masses, we would require a light gluino to be responsible for the M eff measurement, as was made evident from our collider analysis. This gives us direct information on the value of M 1/2 .
Once this information is obtained, one can then check the consistency with rest of the collider information. As we have mentioned, the fact that the gluino is the dominant source of the excess in jets has a direct repercussion on the number of jets we should observe, and this should be consistent with both M eff and flavour data. Also, the endpoint of the / E T distribution would give us an idea of the splitting between this gluino and the LSP, which tests directly the assumption of gaugino universality.
On the other hand, we could have no evidence whatsoever for B s → µ + µ − . In this case, inspection of Figure 5 does not allow us to make such strong statements as those done for point A. We find that larger values of M 1/2 are favoured, but we cannot expect to be able to reach a conclusion regarding m 0 , unless we're in a very special scenario with very large or very low M eff .
Still, even if B s → µ + µ − is not observed, the interplay with b → sγ and (g − 2) µ does give information about tan β and A 0 . For example, if M eff is low enough, one can determine the sign of A 0 , as well as give upper and lower bounds on tan β. This is the case in point B. For too high M eff , one only obtains an upper bound on m 0 due the the LHC reach, and from this it is possible to establish an upper bound on tan β. Nevertheless, it shall be unfeasible to carry out any self-consistency tests with only this amount of information.
Moreover, notice that the different models considered in this paper, the CMSSM, the Seesaw CMSSM or the Flavoured CMSSM, have a very similar spectrum and would give identical information in collider observables. Flavour here becomes again useful, as one can take this information and go to indirect searches, mainly µ → eγ, neutral meson mixing and electric dipole moments.
Clearly, if a positive signal is found in any of these indirect observables, the CMSSM has to be abandoned and we have to increase the number of parameters in the model.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed the interplay between LHC and flavour and CP violation experiments in testing supersymmetric models. Under the assumption that a hint for SUSY particles will be indeed found at LHC7 (after analysing 5 fb −1 of data), and taking into account the exclusion bounds already provided by ATLAS and CMS, we have studied the consequent SUSY predictions for flavour and CPV observables. This analysis has been performed for a set of phenomenologically motivated SUSY models, namely the CMSSM, a SUSY seesaw and a Flavoured CMSSM, i.e. an extension of the CMSSM with non-trivial flavour structures controlled by the same dynamics responsible for the SM fermion masses and mixing. In particular, we focused on the capability of flavour experiments to discriminate among different models and to constrain or give information on the parameters of a given model. The outcome of our study can be summarised as follows.
• As expected, LHC experiments and flavour observables are complementary in probing the SUSY parameter space. In particular, the imposition of flavour constraints (especially BR(b → sγ) and (g − 2) µ ) can give information on the SUSY parameters that are not directly constrained by jets plus / E T searches at LHC (such as A 0 and tan β).
• Positive or negative results of B s → µ + µ − searches at LHCb and CMS can further disentangle different regimes of the parameters, in some cases selecting very restricted allowed values.
In general B s → µ + µ − seems to be a crucial test for SUSY models, in case non-standard signals are observed at LHC.
• The interplay of LHC and the MEG experiment will be crucial to probe SUSY seesaw scenarios, providing indirect information on the neutrino Yukawa mixing and/or the RH neutrino mass scale. In particular large-mixing, large-Yukawa scenarios are already ruled out by the recent MEG limits on BR(µ → eγ). Neutrino oscillation and (g − 2) µ experiments can further increase our capability to access the seesaw parameters and thus to test indirectly very high-energy scales.
• In some simple seesaw scenarios, the preferred range for U e3 recently reported by T2K implies small rates for the τ → µγ decay. Therefore, such scenarios can be excluded by an evidence for τ → µγ at the Super B factories.
• The Flavoured CMSSM we considered is still a viable model for addressing the SM and the SUSY flavour problems at the same time. Interesting correlations among different observables (such as ǫ K and µ → eγ) tend to restrict the allowed parameter space also in this case. LFV and EDM experiments will completely test the model at least within the region accessible at LHC7 with 5 fb −1 , providing an important cross-check of the LHC findings.
On the other hand, a large phase of the B s mixing would disfavour this kind of scenarios.
• The observability at LHC7 of the parameter space region we studied and the features of the signals have been checked for three benchmark points in section IV D by means of numerical simulations. We have shown that set-ups which provide similar signatures at LHC7 can be actually distinguished by means of flavour observables (especially B s → µ + µ − ) and the interplay between collider and flavour signatures can provide useful information in the attempt of determining the fundamental parameters of the model.
As a final conclusion, although CMSSM-like models are currently considered somewhat disfavoured in light of the latest ATLAS and CMS results, we find that they can still provide very interesting phenomenology and correlations in both the collider and flavour sectors. The current run of the LHC is still exciting for SUSY, and it may be possible to find surprises just around the corner.
